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A B S T R A C T

The outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic regarded as a major health/economic hazard. The importance of coming up
with mechanisms for preventing or treating SARS-CoV-2infection has been felt across the world. This work aimed
at examining the efficiency of Sitagliptin (SIT) and human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) trans-activator
transcription peptide (TAT) against SARS-CoV-2 virus. 3CL-protease inhibition activity and docking studies were
examined. According to the results, the prepared complex's formula was as follows 1: 1 SIT: TAT molar ratio,
whereas zeta potential and particle size values were at 34.17 mV and 97.19 nm, respectively. This combination
did exhibit its antiviral potentiality against SARS-CoV-2 via IC50 values of 9.083 5.415, and 16.14 μM for TAT,
SIT-TAT, and SIT, respectively. In addition, the complex SIT-TAT showed a significant (P < 0.001) viral-3CL-
protease inhibitory effect. This was further confirmed via in silico study. Molecular docking investigation has
shown promising binding affinity of the formula components towards SARS-CoV-2 main protease (3-CL).
1. Introduction

The dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP4) is expressed in many tissues and
cell types, including kidney, intestine, liver, thymocytes, and several cells
of hematopoietic lineage [1]. DPP4 is not a possible receptor for
SARS-COV-2 entry [2]. However, the prolonged and excessive cytokine
responses that are noted in COVID-19 patients can be decreased by
Sitagliptin (SIT) [3–5]. SIT is anti-diabetic drug used to decrease incer-
tins, which by its turn increase insulin re-lease leading to decreasing
blood sugar [6]. A possible immuno-modulatory effect of SIT was seen in
the plasma C-Reactive Protein (CRP) and procalcitonin reduction process
[7–9]. Type 2 diabetic patients who have been diagnosed with COVID-19
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are recently said to have developed even bad outcomes due to poor
glucose control in their bodies [7,10]. Humoral and cellular immunity
alterations which are age dependent can lead to a rise in the viral
replication and a longer suffering from inflammation which could be
indirectly the reason for poor death outcomes and some of these changes
can be managed by the Dipeptidyl-peptidase 4 (DPP4) Inhibitors like SIT
[11–13]. An intriguing fact is that these inhibitors up-regulate the soluble
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functional analysis utilizing network analysis and pathway enrichment.
As a result of the findings, we propose SIT as a putative target for
COVID-19 treatment since the identified DPP4 networks are substantially
enriched in viral activities essential for viral entrance and infection.

Being combined with cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), the efficiency
and cellular uptake of the anti-COVID-19 medicines can be improved
[15–18]. CPPs have less than 30 amino acid residues [19,20]. They are
capable of crossing cell membranes by emitting minimal toxicity through
energy dependent/independent mechanisms, and even not needing any
specific chiral recognition [21]. CPPs being merged with drug molecules
has been the main anti-viral technique for CPPs and a few CPPs have
gone to the extent of demonstrating anti-viral features [17,22,23]. The
human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) has the ability to pene-
trate cells. The Trans-Activator Transcription peptide (TAT) of HIV1 has
set off a whole generation of intra-cellular delivery of loaded therapeutics
[24–30]. The TAT peptide which is rich with positively charged amino
acids is utilized as a research tool to improve the transport and delivery of
the drugs, DNA, proteins, RNA, nanoparticles and viruses in the cyto-
plasm [24–31]. These anti-COVID-19 drugs’ efficacy can be enhanced by
associating it with TAT peptide [32]. Evaluating the efficiency and
effectiveness of the combination of TAT and SIT against SARS-CoV-2 was
the objective of this research, to help open the doors to the research that
could help eliminate this pandemic virus. As of now, no medication or
vaccine has been successful to treat and cure COVID-19 patients [33].
Hence, this repurposed drug could be an excellent substitute with the
ability to fight and possibly defeat this virus.

The aim of this work was to evaluate and the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of the TAT and SIT optimized complex against isolate of SARS-
CoV-2.

2. Materials and methods

SIT was a gift from jamjoom pharmaceuticals (Jeddah, Saudi Arabia)
and human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) trans-activator tran-
scription peptide (TAT) was purchased from Chengdu Youngshe Chem-
ical Co., Ltd. (Chengdu Youngshe Chemical Co., Chengdu, China).

2.1. Preparation of SIT-TAT formulations

1: 1 SIT: TAT molar ratio are placed, in 20 mL of 0.01 M phosphate
buffer pH 5.5 before being whirled for a couple of minutes before its
dissolution. A 1 mL aliquot of mixed solutions was diluted in 10mL of the
same buffer to determine the Zeta potential and the size of particles.

2.1.2. Particle size and zeta potential determination
The prepared SIT-TAT formations’ nano-particles had been spread

throughout the waterbody and measured a particle-size analyser (Zeta-
trac; Microtrac Inc., Montgomeryville, PA, USA), used to analyze the size
of particles and the Zeta potential. Three readings were done to deter-
mine the average Zeta potential and size of particles.

2.1.3. TEM investigation of the optimized SIT-TAT complex
SIT-TAT optimized complex dispersion (one drop) was spread on a

carbon grid and then phosphotungistic acid was utilized for staining.
After that, the sample was dried, and then investigated by TEM (JEM-
1011: JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

2.1.4. FTIR spectroscopy investigation of the optimized SIT-TAT NPs
Another analysis called the FTIR analysis was performed to view the

interaction taking place between TAT and SIT spectrums, which was
estimated at 4000-400 cm�1 With the help of the FTIR spectropho-
tometer (Nicolet IZ 10, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

2.3. In vitro 3CL-protease inhibition test

A fluorescent substrate that harbored the cleavage site of SARSCoV-2
2

Mpro, SARS-CoV-2 3CL Protease, GenBank Accession No.
YP_009725301, a.a. 1-306, denoted in an expression system of E. coli,
MW 77.5 kDa, as well as buffer comprising 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris,
pH 7.3, and 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT utilized for inhibition assay, MW
507.5 Dawas leveraged as control and GC376 a 3CL protease inhibitor. In
the cleavage assay based on FRET, the Edans' fluorescence signal formed
via a Flx800 fluorescence spectrophotometer owing to the substrate's
cleavage by 3CL Protease was observed at an emission wavelength of
460 nm where excitation was 360 nm [34]. To begin with, 30 μL of
diluted SARS-CoV-2 3CL Protease was inserted into a 96-well plate that
contained test formula's pre-pipetted 10 μL. This was followed by the
incubation of the combination at room temperature for 30 min via slow
shaking. The reaction was then started by adding 10 μL of substrate
dissolved inside the buffer at volume of 50 μL final volume, before being
incubated at room temperature for 4 h. After sealing the plates, the
measurement of fluorescence intensity was checked in a microtiter
plate-reading fluorimeter with a 360 nm wavelength that could detect
emissions at 460 nm wavelength [35,36].

2.4. Molecular docking studies

The investigation of molecular docking was carried out via the Mo-
lecular Operating Environment (MOE) platform. The MOE builder
module was used to build the two studied ligands that then underwent
energy-minimization through MMFF-mediated partial charges and the
gradient used was 1 � 10�3 kcal/Å [37]. These minimized and prepared
ligands were subsequently saved in the format of chemical file (Molec-
ular Data Base) so that it could be used in line with the protocol of mo-
lecular docking. The biological target was obtained from RCSB-Protein
Data Bank (PDB ID: 6LU7) before being prepared within the MOE protein
preparation tool, where 3D-protonation and auto-correction for atoms
types, connections, and charges were adopted. Thereafter, the binding
site was defined by MOE Alpha Site Finder, after which the active site
was refined to involve the crucial binding residues reported within cur-
rent literature. Dummy atoms generated from the obtained alpha spheres
were assigned as polar-hydrophobic descriptors of the pre-defined Mpro

active site. The MOE rigid docking protocol was adopted based on former
analysis of Mpro binding site. The flexibility of Mpro-substrate binding
pocket was as both S1' as well as S1 subsites were either too rigid or
underwent minor changes at the end [38]. A high correlation of super-
position between M-pro's apo- and holo-states of 6M03 and 6LU7,
respectively denoted a non-presentable discrepancy between the two
states [39,40]. Thus, a non-relevant impact of the local ligand induced-fit
effect to Mpro binary complex structure within the macromolecule crys-
talline states. Taking cues from the nee docking algorism, the develop-
ment of ligand conformations was undertaken via bond rotation, inside
the active site in congruence with the triangle matcher approach, before
being ranked using the London dG scoring function. The retained number
of poses (preset for 10 poses) were then refined by minimizing energy in
the pocket before being rescored with GBVI/WSA dG forcefield-based
scoring function depending on Coulombic electrostatic using the
currently loaded charges, protein-ligand van der Waals score, solvation
electrostatic, and exposure-weighed surface area weighted [41,42]. The
root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) values were considered to assess the
validity of the docking protocol keeping the cut-off below 2.0 Å and 3.0 Å
for SIT and the proteinomimetic ligand, HIV-1 TAT protein, respectively.
PyMol graphical interface software was used to analyze and visual
investigate the interactions involving ligand-protein binding [43].

2.5. Statistical analysis

This was done using the IBM SPSS® statistical software (Version 25)
procured from Chicago, IL-based SPSS Inc. Both ANOVA as well as
Tukey's post were implemented in case multiple comparisons were made.
Sets of experiments were reported using Standard Deviation. These ex-
periments were then conducted a minimum of four times prior to
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examining the results. p values exceeding 0.5 were deemed significant.

3. Results

SIT-TAT nano-formulations were developed according to a full three-
factor bi-level (23) factorial design to obtain the optimized formula. The
explored independent variables were SIT concentration (mM, X1), TAT
concentration (mM, X2), and pH (X3), while the measured responses
were particle size (PS, nm, Y1) and zeta potential (ZP, mV, Y2). The
Fig. 1. Characterization of the optimized SIT-TAT Complex. I) TEM image of the optim
SIT-TAT (C).

3

antiviral activity through testing its inhibition effect on 3-CL main pro-
tease. Finally, Molecular docking studies were carried out to interpret the
observed enzyme inhibition activities based on drug-protein interactions.

3.1. Transmission electron microscope investigation of the optimized SIT-
TAT complex

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) photographs of optimized
SIT-TAT complex showed rounded structures revealing some
ized SIT-TAT Complex (II) FTIR spectra of SIT (A), TAT (B), and combination of
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aggregations potentially caused by the drying process during sample
preparation (Fig. 1I).

3.2. Fourier-Transform Infrared spectroscopy investigation of the
optimized SIT-TAT complex

Fourier-Transformed Infrared (FTIR) investigation as carried out to
the interaction taking place between TAT and SIT spectrums, which was
estimated at 4000-400 cm�1. SIT base form displayed band regions
which can be categorized in the following manner: 1650–1690 cm�1 is
linked to the amidic C––O bond stretching, 1630 cm�1 denotes the Imine
C––N bond, 3049 cm�1 aromatic C–H bending, 1570 cm�1 pertains to
N–H Bending vibration, 1465 cm�1 pertains to methylene group's C–H
bending and 1000–1400 cm�1 vibrations are associated with fluoride, as
shown in Figure (1II A). A robust broadband was shown at
3300–3400 cm�1 of NH2 stretching comprising guanidine and amino
groups linked with a 1600–1700 cm�1 peak pertaining to amidic
carbonyl group, and broadband associated with NH stretching at
1580–1650 cm�1, C––N bending of guanidine at 1670 cm�1, and amidic
C––O bending at 1680 cm�1.The C–O vibrations from TAT's C-terminal
amino acid were detected between 1100 and 1250 cm-1, Figure (1II B).
SIT-TAT showed a very broadband nearly flattened at 3000–3700 cm�1,
Figure (1II C). Also, characteristic bands at 1550–1700 cm�1 and
1100–1400 cm�1 of SIT as well as TATwere sharply reduced with respect
to intensity, which ascertained the their interaction with each other.

3.3. In vitro 3CL-protease inhibition

Due to the 3CLpro essential role in all coronaviruses for its replica-
tion, 3CLpro enzymes are essential targets for drug development.
Screening of SIT, TAT and combination of SIT-TAT directed at SARS-CoV-
2 3CL-protease was undertaken by using the fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) assay as well as GC376 as the positive control. In
vitro 3CL-protease inhibition test results show that the complex SIT-TAT
has shown a good inhibitory effect against COVID-3CL-protease
Fig. 2. Inhibition of 3CL Protease enzyme activity by SIT (A), TAT (B), SIT-TAT (C)
error par presenting SEM.
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(IC50 ¼ 3.959 μM � 0.011) (Fig. 2 C). That inhibitory effect was
significantly enhanced (P < 0.001), in comparison to SIT's individual
components (IC50 ¼ 10.93 μM � 0.25) and TAT
(IC50 ¼ 8.128 μM � 0.42) (Fig. 2 A&B).
3.4. Molecular docking studies

To derive more insights into obtained in vitro SARS-CoV-2 main
proteases (Mpro) inhibition activity, molecular docking studies were
conducted to investigate the predicted ligand-protein binding in-
teractions for SIT along with formulation components. The SARS-CoV-2
Mpro binary complex with the irreversible Michael-acceptor peptido-
mimetic inhibitor, N3 (PDB ID: PRD_002214) was the adopted atomic
crystallized structure for the presented in-silico studies. The crystallized
ligand covalently fits within the substrate active site resembling the Mpro
natural substrate, which can then prevent further catalysis. Typically, the
Mpro binding cavity consists of four crucial clefts or subsites, S1'-S4,
corresponding to the P1'-P4 peptide partitions of the natural substrate
amino acids (Fig. 3A) [43].

Throughout the presented molecular docking studies, SIT presented
relevant accommodation of the target binding site with a significant
docking score of (S ¼ �5.739 kcal/mol; RMSD ¼ 1.363 Å). The fused
triazolo [4, 3-a] pyrazine ring of the ligand was settled at the S1 subsite
and forecasted polar contacts were Gly143 and Ser144 (Fig. 3B). The ring
exhibited a close proximity with Cys145, a S1’ catalytic dyad, without
predicted polar interactions. However, the SIT 3-trifluoromethyl sub-
stituent exhibited preferential anchoring at polar side of S1 pocket
comprising the hydrophilic residues, His163, Glu166, and His172.
Another hydrogen binding was suggested between the carbonyl of SIT
aliphatic linker and important residue Gln189 that can further stabilize
the ligand at S3 subsite. Finally, the hydrophobic phenyl group at the
terminal part of SIT was forecasted to be deeply anchored towards the S1’
subsite where a face-to-face sandwiched π-π stacking was depicted with
the catalytic His41 amino acid. An overlay of SIT binding pose, with the
crystallized ligand N3, showed relevant binding poses regarding the
and control (GC376). Experiment was performed three time (n ¼ 3), while the



Fig. 3. In silico investigation of the optimized complex. A) Surface 3D-representation of the atom-resolution X-ray diffraction crystallized SARS-CoV-2 main protease
(PDB ID: 6LU7; resolution 2.16 Å) in complex with potent inhibitor, N3. The protein biological target is shown in surface 3D-representation with its active site being
colored in orange, green, blue, and red, in respective to its subsite pockets (S1', S1, S2, and S3, respectively). Zoomed image is a stereoview of crystallized N3 (magenta
sticks) occupying the canonical binding site of Mpro. Polar interactions, represented as hydrogen bonding, are shown as red dashed-lines. Protein's amino acids located
within 5 Å radius of ligands are depicted as cyan lines being labeled with sequence numbers. B &C) Predicted docking binding modes of (B) SIT; (C) HIV-1 TAT protein
at the SARS-CoV-19 main protease substrate binding site (PDB ID: 6LU7). The predicted binary complexes are represented at the left panels where the protein (surface)
is colored representing the pocket's subsite (S1’ orange, S1 green, S2 blue, S3 red), while docked ligands are represented as yellow sticks. Right panels illustrate the
overlay of docked ligands (yellow sticks) with the crystallized ligand, Michael inhibitor N3 (magenta sticks). Polar interactions, represented as hydrogen bonding, are
shown as red dashed-lines. Protein's amino acids located within 5 Å radius of ligands are depicted as cyan lines being labeled with sequence numbers. D) Overlay of
docking ligands at the at the SARS-CoV-19 main protease substrate binding site (PDB ID: 6LU7). The target protein (surface) is colored representing the pocket's subsite
(S1’ orange, S1 green, S2 blue, S3 red), while docked ligands are represented as sticks (yellow for HIV-1 TAT protein and white for SIT. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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ligand's terminal phenyl and fused triazolo[4,3-a]pyrazine scaffolds. The
trisubstituted phenyl group depict significant orientation that is compa-
rable to the N3's leucine residue. Meanwhile, the fused triazolo [4, 3-a]
pyrazine scaffold predicted comparable orientation at the S1 polar side
similar to the pyrrole residue of N.

In terms of the formulation component, TAT exhibited significant
accommodation of the binding cavity with a quite higher average
docking score (S ¼ �6.722 kcal/mol; RMSD ¼ 2.731 Å) than that of SIT.
Due to its greater size, this undecapeptidomimetic ligand presented
relevant anchoring within all pocket subsites of the Mpro substrate
binding pocket and adjacent surface clefts (Fig. 3C). Additionally, sta-
bilization of the TAT-protein complex was forecasted via various polar
interactions with significant residues. The Glu166 S1 residue contributed
in a hydrogen bonding pair with the N-terminal of TAT protein. Double
polar interactions were observed between the mainchains of tyrosine-
glycine, at the TAT N-terminal, and Glu166 sidechain at S1 pocket sub-
site. Additionally, both Phe140 and Leu141 showed close proximity to
the TAT tyrosine residue, suggesting pertinent hydrophobic interactions
for TAT-S1 subsite affinity. In terms of TAT anchoring toward the Mpro
5

S3 subsite, Gln189 illustrated a significant polar contact with the ligand's
lysine residue. It is notable that a double polar interaction with Thr25
sidechain was also exhibited to confirm the reported role of Thr25 for
fixing Mpro inhibitors in close proximity to the S1’ subsite. An overlay of
N3 and TAT conformation depicted minimal superimposition as far as
both ligands' C-alpha backbone is concerned, due to the more extended
structure of HIV-1 TAT protein. However, the TAT N-terminal arginine
residue exhibited great superposed conformation with the proline res-
idue of N3 inhibitor at the S1 subsite. In a similar vein, both the N-ter-
minal arginine of TAT and N3's modified residue (thiazole sidechain)
predicted comparable orientation in close proximity to the S3 subpocket.

A comparison of the conformation of both SIT and HIV-1 TAT protein
within the target binding site has revealed interesting findings. Despite
the fact that both ligands predicted significant accommodation of the
Mpro active site, their relative orientations and binding interfaces within
the target pocket can be seen to be quite different (Fig. 3D). Owing to its
smaller size, SIT suggested deeper anchoring within the target subsites as
compared to the undecapeptidomimetic ligand, HIV-1 TAT. SIT showed
greater buried binding mode where residues of both S1 and S3 highly
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shield the small ligand molecule from being highly solvent exposed.
Separately, the forecasted pose of TAT protein is more confined within
the target pocket-solvent interface.

4. Discussion

Another important target is the 3CL protease, as it prevents the
replication of the SARS-CoV-2, specifically when it hasn't been located in
host cells [44]. The complex of SIT-TAT has an improved inhibitory effect
that, with the binding of studied complexes to the active site of 3CL
protease, can be justified. The protease showed a competitive inhibition
as a result of the strong binding to any such flavonoids, that could in turn
result in blocked of enzyme activities [44]. Interestingly, we could prove
that SIT and TAT have antiviral activity against an isolate of SARS-CoV-2
which is synergized upon applying the two-component complex. Addi-
tionally, the results of the in-silico studies demonstrated strong binding
affinity of the drugs to the viral main protease receptor. Most of the
predicted ligand/residue interactions came in great agreements with
reported studies. Due to the promising advantage of Mpro inhibition to
develop effective therapeutics targeting SARS-CoV-2, a plethora of
studies identified important target residues, within each subsite. Such
interactions have been introduced to impact both small molecule and
proteinomimetic ligand binding [38,42,45–47]. Generally, interaction
with the Mpro catalytic dyad, (His41 and Cys145) within S1' subsite
represent great contribution to strong ligand-protein binding and catal-
ysis inhibition [38]. Additionally, the sidechains of Met165 and Gln189
from S3-subsite as well as His41, Met49, and Asp187 within S2-subsite
can provide valuable non-polar interactions serving as the hydrophobic
grip pinning ligands to the binding site [38]. Moreover, ligand anchoring
at Mpro site can be achieved via hydrophilic interactions with Glu166
mainchain at S1 subsite. Other several relevant residues recognized via
different authors are Thr24, Thr25, Pro168, His172, Phe185, and Ala191
[46,48,49].

Within the presented study, both SIT and TAT showed preferential
accommodation of the Mpro pockets. Residue-wise interaction with both
ligands showed significant polar interaction with Glu166 being respon-
sible for anchoring of many of the reported ligands and introduced as one
of the indispensable S1-subpocket residues. The latter confirms the sig-
nificance of Glu166 binding for fixing both small molecules and protei-
nomimetic ligands within the Mpro binding site. Only SIT managed to
depict relevant contacts withMpro catalytic dyadwhich was reasoned for
its deep site anchoring owing to its small size. Despite the lack of relevant
polar interaction with catalytic dyad, SIT managed to predict significant
hydrophobic contact with His41. Such ligand pose suggested a
hampering role of SIT small ligands towards the Mpro catalytic ma-
chinery being previously introduced by Gimeno and research group [38].
The in-silico study further depicted pocket accommodation of both li-
gands within Mpro through several polar and hydrophobic contacts with
important sub-pocket residues. Significant contacts with S1’ Thr25, S1
Phe140, Leu141, Gly143 and Ser144, and/or S3 Gln189 suggested the
role of these residues for stabilizing SIT/TAT within the Mpro active site.
The latter depicted ligand/pocket residue interaction came in great
agreement with several reported studies confirming the significant
binding of SIT and TAT at the Mpro pocket [38,42,45–47].

The most interesting in-silico finding introduced within this study, is
the ability of both investigated ligands to simultaneously accommodate
the Mpro pocket. The deep pocket anchoring of SIT was suggested owing
to the ligand's small molecular size as well as its preferential interactions
with deep pocket lining residues. On the other hand, the confinement of
TAT to the target pocket-solvent interface side was more related to the
ligand's extended conformation. However, the extensive polar network
and relevant hydrophobic contacts between the TAT protein and relevant
pocket residues, of reported role in ligand entrance and binding, can
provide evidence for the great stability of TAT at the Mpro active site.
Based on the above findings, it is suggested that both SIT and TAT protein
can concurrently bind to the SARS-CoV-2 Mpro pocket within a predicted
6

binding mode being highly stabilized. Moreover, the latter computa-
tional behavior of combined formulation of SIT and TAT at the target
active site could provide an explanation of the depicted synergistic bio-
logical activity of SIT/TAT formulation as compared to sole drug.

5. Conclusions

The SIT-TAT complex showed a promising antiviral activity against
isolate of SARS-CoV-2 over its component. In addition to, we explore the
mechanism of this activity through testing its inhibition effect on 3-CL
main protease. Finally, Molecular docking studies were carried out to
interpret the observed enzyme inhibition activities based on drug-protein
interactions and results confirm the strong correlation between the syn-
ergistic effect of the complex with antiviral findings. Based on the pre-
sented findings, an optimized formulation of SIT-TAT could guarantee an
enhanced delivery to the target cells, improved cellular uptake, and
synergistic blockage of the target active site. The presented findings
would guarantee further investigations regarding formula optimization
against SARS-CoV-2.
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